Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the era of personalized medicine, we are surrounded by sensors and methodologies to capture and store data from a single individual at an unprecedented scale. These data later can be associated with Linked Data technologies \[[@CR1]\]. Furthermore, artificial intelligence, and more specifically various machine learning (ML) techniques, are making their way to daily practice. We are presented with algorithms that can outperform pathologists \[[@CR2]\] for diagnosing and staging of diseases \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. However, one disadvantage of AI and ML approaches is the lack of transparency in the decision making process. Although there is progress to make these algorithms transparent, these efforts are in their infancy. Hence, statistical methods and reasoning are essential to bridge the gap towards their implementation in clinical practice. Specifically, in the preventive healthcare landscape, there is a clear lack of methodological development to render these technologies viable in practice.

In the field of medicine, interpreting clinical laboratory results can be done in several ways. The most common way is by comparing them to a standard value or range that has been calculated from a reference population of healthy individuals. Such intervals are known as normal values or reference intervals, but for further purposes we will refer to them as *population reference intervals* (PRI). In clinical practise, a patient will be considered healthy when the laboratory results show values within this PRI. In the preventive healthcare landscape, however, a PRI only gives little advantage since it is only designed for diagnostic purposes. Moreover, it is assumed to be constant over time and space.

To obtain the PRI, a cross-sectional prospective or retrospective study is typically considered. In this type of studies, the data of a particular physiological or clinical parameters will be collected from a large number of healthy subjects. The participants must be as similar as possible with the target population in which the PRIs will be used. For example, a study for estimating PRIs of BNP (brain natriuretic peptide) using only university students will be inappropriate as this BNP test is normally run for elderly people \[[@CR4]\].

The classical definition of a PRI is the central 95% of the reference population of the parameter of interest. This central 95% is located between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the reference population. Various methods for estimating the PRIs have been proposed. Parametric methods start from the assumption that the distribution of the parameter of interest can be described by a particular distribution (usually Gaussian). The percentiles can then be directly computed from this distribution when its parameters (mean and variance for the Gaussian distribution) are estimated from a dataset. In general, when the distributional assumption holds, the parametric methods will be better in the sense they provide more precise estimates of the PRI than the nonparametric methods for the same sample size. However, without any distributional assumption, the nonparametric methods are more suitable as they can still produce unbiased estimators of the PRI, whereas the parametric methods may give biased results when the wrong distribution is used. With nonparametric methods, a minimum number of 120 participants is proposed for calculating the intervals \[[@CR4]\]. Statistically speaking, larger sample sizes will result in better estimates in terms of bias and precision.

These classical estimation methods typically require a cross-sectional dataset, containing a single measurement of the parameter for each subject in the study. The application of these methods can be seen in many studies using a large number of cross-sectional samples for estimating PRIs for common clinical markers \[[@CR5]--[@CR9]\]. Longitudinal studies, on the other hand, are characterised by multiple (repeated) measurements of the parameter for each subject in the study. Several studies involving longitudinal dataset for calculating PRIs have been performed \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. However, instead of using the classical methods, a simple random effects model and a semi-parametric method were used in these two studies, respectively, to produce pointwise PRIs i.e. PRIs that only have a valid probabilistic interpretation for each time point separately.

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of classical methods for reference interval calculation on a large cross-sectional study. We also apply the methods to subpopulations (e.g. males and females, for illustration purpose) and we will argue that reference intervals can be made more specific (i.e. more informative) when applied to such subpopulations. By extending this reasoning to every individual, we end up with reference intervals for each subject (subject-specific reference intervals, SSRI). The assumption under SSRI is that each parameter measured from any subject has a biological variation that is specific to this individual and has potential upper and lower boundaries that can be inferred from data, allowing a better interpretation of this parameter range taking into account subject specific variation. For the estimation of these SSRI, data on single subject level are required, and hence data from longitudinal studies are needed. We will propose to estimate subject-specific reference intervals with linear quantile mixed models (LQMM). Data and methods are described in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, while the results are discussed in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. A conclusion and some suggestions for future research will be given in Sect. [3.3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Data Description {#Sec3}
----------------

There are two different types of datasets that are used in this paper. The first dataset comes from a cross-sectional study conducted in 2012--2016 and consisting of 60,799 participants from the Balearic Island, Spain, with ages ranging from 19 to 70 years \[[@CR12]\]. This dataset will be referred to as the *Balearic data*. The measurements fall into three categories: a personal and health habits category (e.g. gender, age and smoking status), an anthropometric or a physiological measurements category (e.g. BMI and body fat percentage), and a clinical category (e.g. HDL and LDL cholesterol level). To reduce the scope of the research, only 5 parameters from each of the physiological and the clinical category were considered. Physiological parameters consist of a body shape index (ABSI), body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure. The clinical parameters include total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, triglycerides, and glucose level.

The second dataset comes from our in-house ongoing longitudinal cohort study of 30 individuals with monthly physiological and clinical measurements over a period of 9 months and with age ranging from 45 to 60 years at the time of recruitment. This dataset will be referred to as the *IAM Frontier data* \[[@CR13]\]. The same 10 physiological and clinical measurements as for the Balearic data were assessed. Characteristics of the two datasets are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Due to privacy reasons and confidentiality, the order of the individuals presented in each graph in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} is randomised.Table 1.Data characteristics of the Balearic and the IAM Frontier datasets.

Classical Parametric and Nonparametric Reference Intervals {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------------
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With the nonparametric methods the bounds of the reference interval are computed as the sample 2.5 percentile and the sample 97.5 percentile. These are estimated from the order statistics, which is the ordered set of sample observations. In particular, for a sample if *n* observations, the order statistics can be denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[(0.975 \times n) + 0.5]$$\end{document}$-th order statistics. If any of these numbers is not an integer then it is rounded to the nearest value, for example a value of 12.3 is rounded to 12 and 12.6 is rounded to 13. For rounding off a .5 decimal, it follows the 'round-to-even' rule, therefore 12.5 equals 12 and 13.5 equals 14. These two nonparametric methods will be referred to as NP1 and NP2. The bootstrap or resampling technique was also applied in combination with these methods \[[@CR15]\]. We will call the PRIs obtained from these five approaches the *classical reference intervals* (CRIs) and the summary is presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

For some clinical parameters, one-sided reference intervals are needed. For example, for LDL cholesterol only an upper bound is used in clinical practice. In such cases, the PRIs still refer to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the IAM Frontier data, linear quantile mixed models (LQMM) were fitted to obtain the RIs estimates. Linear quantile regression models \[[@CR16]\] are a class of statistical models that express a particular quantile or percentile (e.g. quantile $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This class of models were first described in a study in 2007 and the authors gave details on how the model parameters can be estimated from longitudinal data \[[@CR17]\]. They also proposed a method for predicting the subject-specific random effects $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_i$$\end{document}$. Their models and methods were further generalised and improved in \[[@CR18]\]. The methods are implemented in the *lqmm* package \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\] of the statistical software R \[[@CR21]\].

An important characteristic of the LQMM and its parameter estimation procedure, is that it can give subject-specific RIs with only few repeated measurements for each subject. This is a typical feature of random effects models: the random effects distribution allows for information-sharing between subjects.

Results and Discussions {#Sec6}
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Population Reference Intervals for the Balearic Data {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------

For each parameter a boxplot was produced with reference lines corresponding to the lower and upper bounds of PRIs that have been previously published \[[@CR22]--[@CR26]\]. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows boxplots for two physiological and two clinical parameters, split by gender. The boxplots for the other parameters can be found in Appendix. The graphs illustrate that for some parameters there may be difference between males and females. To the contrary, the published PRIs used in clinical practice often do not have gender-specific intervals. The example of this case can be seen in systolic blood pressure, body mass index, diastolic blood pressure, and triglycerides level (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} in Appendix). This suggests that, for these parameters, it may be better to work with PRIs for subpopulations.

The numerical results for the published PRIs for all ten parameters are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} also shows a fairly long tail in the distributions of almost all parameters his is an indication of a skewed distribution and hence the parametric methods based on the normal assumption may not be appropriate here. The nonparametric methods may thus be advised.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the published PRI and PRIs computed by applying the parametric and nonparametric methods (CRIs) to the Balearic dataset. The PRIs for all parameters can be found in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. From Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that the CRIs computed by the five parametric and nonparametric methods give wider intervals than the published PRIs. Only for waist circumference the published PRI is very close to the CRIs. Among the CRIs, the nonparametric methods generally give similar intervals as the parametric method. However, for some of the parameters such as HDL, BMI and glucose level (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} in Appendix), the intervals calculated by the parametric method are quite different as compared to the nonparametric. In these parameters, we observed deviations from the Normal distribution. Since the parametric method relies on distributional assumptions (usually Gaussian), a departure from this assumption may result in different estimates of intervals of the nonparametric methods.Fig. 1.Boxplots for 4 parameters in the physiological (top) and clinical (bottom) categories. The grey transparent area and the dashed lines correspond to the published PRIs while the arrows indicate their directions. The red and green dashed lines represent the lower/upper bounds of the published PRIs for males and females, respectively, and the grey dashed lines represent the published PRI for males and females together. (Color figure online) Fig. 2.For 4 parameters in the physiological (top) and clinical (bottom) categories, gender-specific PRIs are shown, estimated with various methods. Red and green lines represent the RIs for males and females, respectively. For waist circumference and LDL cholesterol, only the upper bounds were computed, and for HDL cholesterol only the lower bounds. For systolic blood pressure (BP) both lower and upper bounds were computed. For all calculations the Balearic dataset was used. (Color figure online) Table 3.Published PRIs for all ten parameters. Only for waist circumference and HDL cholesterol level, gender-specific PRIs are reported.ParameterUnitLower limitUpper limitPhysiological categoryWaist circumference$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When separately computing the PRIs for the males and females, we see that the bounds may be quite different. This is a first argument in favour of refining the PRIs towards smaller sub-populations. For example, for systolic blood pressure there are no gender-specific reference intervals published, but when estimated from the Balearic data we observe a clear difference between males and females. Similar findings were also observed in the other parameters, which are displayed in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} in Appendix.Fig. 3.Subject-specific profiles for all individuals in the IAM Frontier dataset. The grey transparent area and the dashed lines correspond to the published PRIs. The red and green dashed lines represent the lower/upper bounds of the published PRIs for males and females, respectively, and the grey dashed lines represent the published PRI for males and females together (no distinction between genders). The arrows indicate the directions of the intervals. (Color figure online)

Subject-Specific Reference Intervals for the IAM Frontier Data {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The IAM Frontier dataset contains data of 30 individuals that were measured at nine time-points. The individual profiles are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. They show for all subjects how the measurements evolve over time. The plot indicates differences between the two genders: males generally have larger waist circumference, higher systolic BP and higher LDL cholesterol than females, but they have lower HDL cholesterol. Females have higher HDL than males at least until the age of 50 \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\] and the difference on the sex hormones between males and females can explain this phenomenon \[[@CR29]\]. The plot also suggests a large between-subject variability and small within-subject variability, which is a common characteristic of repeated measurements. This phenomenon can be quantified by the intra-class correlation (ICC). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} also shows the ICC for each parameter. A large ICC is an indication that the within-subject variance is small as compared to the between-subject variance, or, equivalently, that the correlation between observations of the same individual is large. Large ICCs are observed for waist circumference and HDL cholesterol levels. Systolic blood pressure, on the other hand, has an ICC of only $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We argue that for parameters with a large ICC, a subject-specific RI (SSRI) would be preferred over a population RI (PRI). The former can be calculated from with quantile mixed models (LQMM). The results of this approach are displayed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The graph also shows the PRIs that were computed with the classical nonparametic method, using all observations. Since these classical methods are not valid with longitudinal data, these PRIs are only shown for illustration purposes. The results for the other parameters can be consulted in Appendix. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the SSRIs vary between subjects. For the two-sided intervals, the SSRIs are generally smaller than the PRIs computed from the same data. For the one-sided intervals, we see that the SSRI bounds vary about the PRI bound; this variation follows the subject-specific observations. Our results suggests that SSRIs may be more informative than PRIs.Fig. 4.SSRI for all subjects, estimated using LQMM with the IAM Frontier dataset. Red and green points refer to males and females observations. The grey area together with the red and green dashed lines indicate the published PRI for males and females, respectively, and the grey dashed lines indicate the published PRI for males and females together (no distinction between genders). The blue and the vertical red and green dashed lines indicate the estimated PRI and PRIs for males and females computed from the same data (the order of the individuals is randomised in each graph). (Color figure online)

Discussion and Conclusion {#Sec9}
-------------------------

We have applied conventional methods for estimating reference intervals for many parameters in the Balearic dataset, which comes from a cross-sectional study with 60,799 participants. Since such reference intervals are computed from a large cross-sectional sample from a reference population of healthy individuals, they are referred to as population reference intervals (PRI). **Our analyses demonstrated that parametric and nonparametric methods do not always give the same results, from which we conclude that it is better to rely on the nonparametric methods for they do not rely on distributional assumptions**. By computing reference intervals for subgroups of participants (e.g. males and females), we demonstrated that reference intervals for subpopulations may be different. This pleas for not using a single PRI for all subjects, but rather work with PRI for subpopulations.

In this paper, we considered reference intervals for individuals, referred to as Subject-Specific Reference Intervals (SSRI). Our motivation came from *the perspective of personalised medicine, which starts from the supposition that each person is unique, and from the observation in longitudinal data that often the within-subject variability of a clinical parameter over time is small as compared to the between-subject variability*. However, since longitudinal data often do not include a very large number of observations for each individual, the conventional nonparametric methods for RI calculation cannot be used for individual subjects. We have proposed to use linear quantile mixed models (LQMM) for the calculation of the SSRIs. This method makes use of the assumption that the upper (and lower) SSRI bounds vary between subjects as a normal distribution, allowing for the calculation of SSRIs even with only 9 observations per subject. We have applied the method to several parameters in the longitudinal IAM Frontier dataset. **The results show, as expected, that there is variability between the SSRI, which is an indication for the need of subject-specific intervals**. The results also show that for some parameters the lengths of the SSRI are smaller than those of the PRI. If such intervals were used in clinical practice then a deviation from the healthy status may be sooner detected. Similarly, for one-sided intervals, the bounds of the SSRI vary about the PRI, following the distribution of the repeated measurements of the individual.

Despite our first positive findings of the use of LQMM for the calculation of SSRI, more research is needed. The LQMM relies on the distribution assumption that quantiles vary between subjects according to a normal distribution. This assumption need to be assessed, and the consequences of deviations from this assumption need to be evaluated. Moreover, the theory behind the LQMM is asymptotic in nature, which does not guarantee that the SSRIs are unbiased when only limited numbers of time-points are available. Future research could focus on a thorough evaluation of the LQMM for SSRI calculation and on further improving the methods so as to give reliable SSRIs even if model assumptions are not satisfied.

We believe that when SSRIs are widely used in clinical practice, they will allow for more precise diagnoses and hence they will be beneficial both for the patients and clinicians. We anticipate that in the future, the collaboration with artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) algorithms could produce SSRIs for subjects for which even no longitudinal data is available. The well understood statistical methods produced from this research can perhaps eventually overcome the lack of algorithm transparency that is often criticised in the AI and ML approaches.

Appendix {#Sec10}
========

See Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5.Boxplots for 4 parameters in the physiological (top) and clinical (bottom) categories. The grey transparent area and the dashed lines represent the lower and upper bounds of the published PRIs for males and females together (no distinction between genders). The arrows indicate the directions of the intervals. Fig. 6.For 4 parameters in the physiological (top) and clinical (bottom) categories, gender-specific PRIs are shown, estimated with various methods. Red and green lines represent the RIs for males and females, respectively. For ABSI Z-score, total cholesterol, and triglycerides level, only the upper bounds were computed. For diastolic blood pressure (BP) and glucose level both lower and upper bounds were computed. For all calculations the Balearic dataset was used. (Color figure online) Fig. 7.Subject-specific reference intervals (SSRI) for all subjects, estimated using LQMM with the IAM Frontier dataset. Red and green dotted points refer to males and females observations. The grey transparent area together with the dashed lines indicate the published PRI while the blue and the vertical red and green dashed lines indicate the estimated PRI and PRI for males and females computed from the same data (the order of the individuals is randomised in each graph). (Color figure online)
